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Not much has been written about a possible
Levinassian epistemology, most commentators
preferring to deal with Levinas’s ethics. There is
however a whole chapter dedicated to Levi-
nassian epistemology in Totality and Infinity.1 It
is titled “Truth and Justice.” Such a title however
can strike one as odd inasmuch as it seems to ar-
ticulate two seemingly distinct notions: justice
and truth. Indeed, the notion of justice seems to
pertain more specifically to the domain of ethics;
truth, on the other hand, pertains to the dimension
of epistemology. How then can Levinas make
such a connection? Levinas himself recognizes
the uncanniness of this association and asks:
“What is the relation between justice and truth?”
(TI 82). There seems to be no connection be-
tween the two concepts. Much more plausible
would be a connection between justification and
truth. Levinas recognizes that and yet, in the very
etymology of the concept of justification, he dis-
cerns an element of justice: “Truth is in effect not
separable from intelligibility; to know is not sim-
ply to record, but always to comprehend. We also
say that to know is to justify, making intervene,
by analogy with the moral order the notion of jus-
tice” (TI 82). And so justice does seem to take a
central place in the Levinassian epistemology
and is articulated here with the better-known
process of justification.
But, one does not yet understand the neces-
sary articulation Levinas makes between justifi-
cation and justice. Is not justification enough to
delimitate truth from error? Is not the whole pur-
pose of the scientific endeavor reduced to the act
of justification of knowledge? Such has been,
since Descartes, the traditional approach to truth.
Truth, to be such, must find justification in a
thinking subject. Thus, for Descartes, it is the
thinking subject which constitutes the ground,
the origin of any attempt at discovering the truth
of a given being.2 Knowledge originates in a
thinking subject exercising its freedom of discov-
ery, constitution, and justification. In this con-
text, knowledge is accessible only to a masterful
and dominating subject capable of offering
strong reasons for its beliefs, capable of justify-
ing itself in the face of often difficult odds. What
then of justice? Why is justice needed here in
order to ensure truth and knowledge? Why
articulate the ethical through the epistemo-
logical?
We shall see that, for Levinas, the connection
between justification and justice is, however,
fundamental. According to Levinas, the
grounded subject is not the original moment of
truth. Such a subject will always find itself prey
to the pitfall of solipsism. It is always in danger of
taking its own constructions for reality. What
stance must one then adopt in order to achieve a
genuine knowledge of being? According to
Levinas, justice is the stance that will bring a
given subjectivity the closest to discovering such
a genuine knowledge of being. A genuine access
to exteriority can emerge only, for Levinas, from
a subjectivity that has a sense for justice. But we
do not yet understand the connection between
justice and truth. Indeed, justice seems to be a no-
tion pertaining to the ethical or moral dimension.
What then does it have to do with the
epistemological quest for truth? What is here
then the connection between ethics and truth?
The purpose of this essay will be to show how
Levinas moves from a Cartesian epistemology
based on justification to an epistemology
founded on justice and, as such, indissociable
from ethics.
Truth and Justification
Truth as grounded in subjectivity, as a subjec-
tive endeavor or activity, was the essence of Des-
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cartes’s teaching. Contrary to a conception of
truth as existing outside of subjectivity, waiting
to be discovered, Descartes shows in his Dis-
course on Method that truth, i.e., the revelation,
the disclosure of being, cannot be thought apart
from an activity on the part of subjectivity, from
an act of judgment on its part. This is the first
principle of the Cartesian method: “To accept
nothing as true which I did not clearly recognize
to be so.”3 It is the subjective I, the ego, which is
the voucher for truth. Knowledge thus stems
from an activity of the I of recognition and of
acceptance of a given content as being true.
Thus, knowledge becomes relative to subjec-
tivity, as Levinas comments:
The knowledge of objects does not secure a rela-
tion whose terms would absolve themselves from
the relation. Though objective knowledge remains
disinterested, it is nevertheless marked by the way
the knowing being has approached the Real. To
recognize truth to be disclosure is to refer it to the
horizon of him who discloses. Plato, who identi-
fies knowledge with vision, stresses, in the myth of
the chariot of the Phaedrus, the movement of the
soul that contemplates truth and the relativeness of
truth to that course. The disclosed being is relative
to us and not kat auto. (TI 64)
The objectivity of a given knowledge does not
annul its intrinsic connection with subjectivity.
Indeed, it is subjectivity which remains the final
authority as to the objective quality of a given
knowledge. It is subjectivity which decides,
which determines what is real and what is not.
In this sense, while subjectivity does not con-
stitute the origin of truth—truth remains to be
found within being—it certainly constitutes its
ground, or foundation. It is from subjectivity that
an act of genuine knowing emerges, from its ac-
tivity and judgment. There can be no genuine ap-
prehension of being apart from this subjective ac-
tivity intent on detecting the truth hidden within
being. Levinas thus sees the quest for knowledge
as a “work eminently individual, which always,
as Descartes saw, comes back to the freedom of
the individual, atheism affirms itself as atheism”
(TI 89). Such a subjectivity freely disposes of its
powers, it is in charge, it is masterful in the face of
being working as an artisan of truth, wrenching it
from the muteness of being.4 It answers only to it-
self; it is “atheist,”5 that is, it answers to no one
else, it is alone in the world, answering to no
authority other than its own preoccupation and
quest for truth.
It is the structure of this quest—as a limitless
freedom and quest—which guides the scientific
method. Indeed, whereas the act of knowing was
considered by the Ancients as an unveiling or dis-
covery of being,6 it becomes with Descartes the
product of a subjective act of justification.
Levinas observes along those lines that “the justi-
fication of a fact consists in lifting from it its
character of being a fact, accomplished, past, and
hence irrevocable, which as such obstructs our
spontaneity” (TI 82). In other words, to justify
amounts to grasping, to “lifting” being out of its
irrevocability so as to ensure that it does not ob-
struct our spontaneity anymore. Essential to the
act of justification is thus the affirmation of the
self’s spontaneity. Thus, what comes first in the
Cartesian epistemological framework is not be-
ing but the self, for only the latter is able to en-
gage in the act of justification. Justification, un-
like the acts of unveiling or discovery, has thus a
strong subjective connotation. The intention of
knowledge thus takes the form of a struggle of the
self over and against anything outside of it
presenting an obstacle to its quest for knowledge.
A genuine encounter with exteriority must
then be assimilated to a battle of the heroic and
solitary self against incredible odds. Levinas de-
scribes thus this battle of the self:
In clarity an object which is first exterior is given,
that is, is delivered over to him who encounters it as
though it had been entirely determined by him. In
clarity the exterior being presents itself as the work
of the thought that receives it. Intelligibility, char-
acterized by clarity, is a total adequation of the
thinker with what is thought, in the precise sense of
a mastery exercised by the thinker upon what is
thought in which the object’s resistance as an exte-
rior being vanishes. (TI 123–24)
Knowledge emerging from the act of justifica-
tion thus necessitates the overcoming of obsta-
cles or odds to the self’s quest for intelligibility.
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Justification implies a mastery of the self over the
“object’s resistance.” Whatever was deemed as a
resistance, an obstacle to the self’s quest for
knowledge, must be overcome in the self’s act of
justification.
Intelligibility of a given being thus emerges
from an act of violence on the part of the self. It
must be wrenched from being; it must be upheld
against competing paradigms. Levinas speaks of
an act of “mastery” on the part of subjectivity:
This mastery is total and as though creative; it is ac-
complished as a giving of meaning: the object of
representation is reducible to noemata. The intelli-
gible is precisely what is entirely reducible to
noemata and all of whose relations with the under-
standing reducible to those established by the light.
. . . Descartes’s clear and distinct idea manifests it-
self as true and as entirely immanent to thought:
entirely present, without anything clandestine; its
very novelty is without mystery. (TI 124)
Intelligibility is therefore the product of an act of
mastery on the part of the self, an act of creation
which, out of the indistinctiveness of being,
speaks to the meaning of a truth. Knowledge con-
stitutes in this passage a triumph of light over
darkness, of word over matter. It allows for no
part of “mystery” or of “clandestinity.” Light
must triumph, meaning it must be established
over the darkness and muteness of being.
Knowledge shines forth as the result of com-
plete mastery on the part of the subject. Justifica-
tion is symptomatic of a subjectivity that has
shown itself victorious, masterful over difficult
odds. Such a subjectivity adopts the stance of the
demiurge, who has all power over reality, and
whose word wrenches light from the darkness: as
Levinas observes, “There is an absolute, creative
freedom, prior to the venturesome course of the
hand which chances on to the goal it seeks” (TI
124). In this sense, truth as justification emerges
from a subjectivity whose position in the world is
one of mastery and centrality. Truth as justifica-
tion is grounded in a subjectivity who has shown
itself capable of holding on to its vision in the
face of alien obstacles and threats and of remain-
ing unmoved by opposition—be it that of being
or of competing scientific paradigms. Subjectiv-
ity thus “holds its ground” in the face of external
opposition. It is in this sense that one must under-
stand Descartes’ understanding of truth as
emerging from a solitary subject and all
philosophy as “egology” (TI 44), in the Levinas-
sian sense of the term.
This egology, however, poses a number of
problems. One may wonder how a genuine dis-
covery of alterity is possible from an egological
stance, from a subjectivity defined by its central-
ity and which sees itself as “master and pos-
sessor” of the world.7 Is truth as justification the
best way? Does an act of knowing structured as
the self’s affirmation of its views and hypotheses
still allow for an unveiling of alterity, of some-
thing exterior to the self? Can exteriority emerge
from interiority? Does truth find its ultimate
ground in subjectivity? This is precisely the
Levinassian critique of a knowledge emerging
from a grounded self and discovered by means of
justification: “Absolute experience is not disclo-
sure; to disclose on the basis of a subjective hori-
zon is already to miss the noumenon” (TI 67).
According to Levinas, an experience of otherness
which is absolute, that is, which reveals otherness
as such, cannot be coined as disclosure, that is, by
an elucidating activity of the self. Alterity will
not, according to Levinas, be disclosed; it does
not reveal itself through an act of mastery and
domination on the part of the self: “For truth is
neither in seeing nor in grasping” (TI 172). On
the contrary, alterity is neutralized by such an act
of mastery; it dissolves at the contact of a domi-
nating self. The mastering self only has access to
the “phenomenon,” that is, to the product of its
own constitution and perceptions. But it has no
access, according to Levinas, to the “noumenon,”
that is, to the thing in itself, to the being as such,
in itself.8 Alterity does not lend itself to an
approach structured as domination and mastery.
Such an approach is termed by Levinas “on-
tology.” Ontology translated as “discourse on be-
ing,” must be understood in the Levinassian
sense as the meaning, the logos, that the dominat-
ing self extracts, with a necessary violence,9 from
being. According to Levinas, however, such a vi-
olence, such an ontology, which emerges from an
activity, a spontaneity on the part of the self, can
never get to the true reality, to genuine exteriori-
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ty: “Ontology, which reduces the other to the
same, promotes freedom—the freedom that is
the identification of the same, not allowing itself
to be alienated by the other. Here theory enters
upon a course that renounces metaphysical De-
sire, renounces the marvel of exteriority from
which that Desire lives” (TI 42). The act of ontol-
ogy, in its quest to understand, to elucidate, com-
prehend being, amounts for Levinas to a neutral-
ization of otherness. One might wonder,
however, as to why the quest to understand being
amounts to a dissolution of the alterity of being.
Does not the effort to understand being, on the
contrary, reveal this being to us and to itself?
According to Levinas, there is nothing wrong
with seeking to approach being and alterity in or-
der to encounter it. But this approach must occur
in a certain mode if it is to correctly approach oth-
erness. It cannot be a masterful or dominating ap-
proach. This approach, which Levinas terms
“freedom”—in that it privileges the self over the
other—does not constitute the proper approach
to alterity. Such an approach is not concerned
with the other; it is primarily concerned with the
self and its personal agenda. Here Levinas ac-
knowledges that the self is never completely dis-
interested in its quest for truth.10 There is often, at
the basis, of a given quest, the need for the self to
affirm itself rather than to genuinely seek to know
a given being. The quest for truth becomes in
such a context a power struggle of a self seeking
to affirm itself, its world view, its status as a sci-
entist, before a given community. Such a power
struggle stems not from a genuine interest in
knowledge but in the economic, political, and
ideological interests of the self.11 Such a self will
never genuinely approach exteriority, according
to Levinas, but has renounced “metaphysical De-
sire,” that is the genuine and disinterested thirst
for truth which alone allows the “marvel of exte-
riority” (TI 42) to be revealed. Thus, the quest for
truth as justification, as seeking the affirmation
of the self, never truly engages in the journey to-
wards otherness, but, like Ulysses, ultimately al-
ways comes back home to the self’s interests and
agendas: “For the transcendence of thought re-
mains closed in itself despite all its adventures—
which in the last analysis are purely imaginary, or
are adventures traversed as by Ulysses: on the
way home” (TI 27). The self that practices ontol-
ogy ultimately remains with itself, with its own
constructions and productions. Such a self has
firmly established itself in the face of
overwhelming odds, has “stood its ground,” but
in so doing, has distanced itself from the truth.
This was, incidentally, Descartes’s problem.
Having founded the quest for truth on an activity
of the self, Descartes himself came to wonder
whether such an approach would not bypass ex-
teriority altogether and leave the self with noth-
ing but the product of its own imagination. For
Descartes, the self’s constitution of reality would
never escape the looming doubt that perhaps it
was all a construction and that perhaps the self
was fooling itself in thinking that his perception
of reality coincided with being itself:
On first contact the phenomenon would degrade
into appearance and in this sense would remain in
equivocation, under the suspicion of an evil ge-
nius. The evil genius does not manifest himself to
state the lie; he remains, as possible, beyond things
which all seem to manifest themselves for good.
The possibility of their fall to the state of images or
veils co-determines their apparition as pure specta-
cle, and betrays the recess that harbors the evil ge-
nius; whence the possibility of universal doubt,
which is not a personal adventure that happened to
Descartes. (TI 90)
The quest for truth as justification, as an affirma-
tion of the self, is always prone, according to
Descartes, to the doubt that perhaps the self’s
findings are nothing but the product of its own
imagination. The world which emerges from the
self’s justifications, may be nothing but an illu-
sion of the self, an image conveyed by the self.
Thus indissociable from the act of justification is
the doubt that perhaps it is all a grand illusion.
The self’s affirmation of a given knowledge re-
mains shrouded in the doubt that perhaps what it
has found does not correspond to reality in itself.
Thus doubt constitutes the first time the self
encounters an obstacle in its quest for justifica-
tion. Doubt erects a wall of opacity between the
self and the light of truth which it seeks and, as
such, can only be seen in a negative light, as an
evil that must be done away with. Descartes per-
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sonifies this doubt as an “evil genius.”12 The
doubt that Descartes feels accompanies the quest
for intelligibility is not something positive; it
stems from an evil that must be somehow over-
come. It is the concept of an “evil” genius which
is for Descartes at the origin of doubt. Such a
view on doubt has been that of the entire scien-
tific community from Descartes on. In this, Des-
cartes profoundly differs from the Ancients,
who, on the contrary, situated wonder, the capac-
ity to wonder, to be perplexed and curious, at the
origin of the scientific endeavor.13 Descartes also
gives wonder, or doubt and questions, their place,
but as a necessary evil which must be overcome.
With Descartes, doubt becomes the ultimate en-
emy of truth. It casts a shadow on the glorious
and noble quest for knowledge. It signifies the
limitations of the self’s spontaneity, places a
huge obstacle in its quest and must be ultimately
overcome. And as such, doubt puts into question
the self’s epistemological stance. A self in prey to
doubt is a self that is no more at home in its
world-view; it is a self which feels a certain un-
canniness within its prior stance, a self in danger
of losing its footing, its ground in the scientific
community. Thus doubt is perceived as a terrible
obstacle that must be overcome, as a “scandal”
within the scientific endeavor. Levinas com-
ments: “The spontaneity of freedom is not called
in question; its limitation alone is held to be tragic
and to constitute a scandal” (TI 83). As such,
doubt is seen as a menacing obstacle to be reck-
oned with, as a negative foe to be resisted again in
the quest for foundations. Doubt casts a shadow
on the self’s credibility, on the strength of its
position within the scientific world; it must be
overcome, done away with, dissipated.
But must doubt necessarily be seen as an
“evil” to be overcome? Can we not see doubt as
an awakening of the self to its arbitrary freedom
and to the dangers of solipsism that such a free-
dom entails? We shall see that, for Levinas, doubt
is positive;14 it is the first moment when the self’s
solipsistic bubble is put into question, where the
self’s mastery of the world is questioned. This,
for Levinas, marks the end of a definition of sub-
jectivity as the ground for truth and the beginning
of its exile away from all of its own certainties
and world-view. Interestingly, we shall see that
the exilic journey of doubt does not signify the
dissolution of the enterprise of knowledge, inas-
much as it allows an opening of the self to a di-
mension of otherness, constitutes the beginning
of a more genuine epistemological approach—of
the discovery of a genuine exteriority un-consti-
tuted by the self. We shall see that, in this sense,
far from occulting the quest for knowledge, the
exilic journey of doubt paves the way to truth. As
Levinas puts it: “It is because it suspects that it is
dreaming itself that it awakens. The doubt makes
it seek certainty. But this suspicion, this con-
sciousness of doubt, implies the idea of the Per-
fect” (TI 86). Thus, for Levinas, the exilic mo-
ment of doubt is a positive experience which
makes possible an “awakening” on the part of the
self. But what is the nature of this “awakening”?
And how does this awakening imply the “idea of
the Perfect”? What is meant here by the “idea of
the Perfect”?
Truth and Justice
Far from facilitating the quest for knowledge,
we have seen that a grounded subjectivity, intent
on justifying itself, can easily bypass the encoun-
ter with reality in itself. A subjectivity that gives
free reign to its spontaneity, to its activity cannot,
according to Levinas, encounter alterity or other-
ness. For alterity does not lend itself to an ap-
proach of domination or mastery. But what kind
of stance must subjectivity then adopt in order to
genuinely encounter otherness? We shall see that
subjectivity can only encounter exteriority by let-
ting go of its centrality in the world and adopting
an exilic stance. The path of justification,
whereby subjectivity “holds its ground” within
the scientific world, must be relinquished for the
path of justice.15 But we do not yet understand
this connection between justice and knowledge.
What connection can there possibly be between
the ethical quest for justice and the epistemo-
logical endeavor of the search for truth. Levinas
himself recognizes this problem and poses him-
self the question: “What is the relation between
justice and truth?” (TI 82). How does the concern
for justice prepare one for the quest for truth?
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In order to answer these questions, we must
first gain a renewed understanding of what a gen-
uine encounter with exteriority consists in. We
must first understand whether exteriority is en-
countered solely through an activity on the part
of subjectivity, or if a moment of receptivity, of
respect on the part of subjectivity with regards to
the otherness of what is approached, is also nec-
essary. In other words, does knowledge originate
in a subjective activity, or, on the contrary, in re-
ceptivity to an otherness which precedes all sub-
jective activity? We shall see that, for Levinas,
exteriority does not reveal itself to a subjectivity
which affirms itself in the face of alterity, but, far
to the contrary, to a subjectivity willing to let its
spontaneity be interrupted by this very alterity.
The question remains, however, as to how this in-
terruption takes place in a subjectivity which a
priori is only concerned with itself and with the
affirmation of its world-view.
Far from defining the quest for knowledge as
an activity derived from the spontaneity of a sub-
jectivity, Levinas describes the encounter with
exteriority as a stance on the part of subjectivity
which allows for the alterity of the known to re-
main, which “lets the known being manifest it-
self” (TI 42). A genuine approach of the exteri-
ority of a being thus protects the otherness of the
known being and does not taint it with precon-
ceptions or a priori conceptualizations on the part
of subjectivity.16 The quest for knowledge must
do away, according to Levinas, with a priori cate-
gorizations and become a posteriori: Pure recep-
tivity to the revelation of an other, or, as Levinas
puts, untainted “desire” to know.17 The correct
stance of a subjectivity seeking truth is precisely
this: that it seek, that it “desire” it. The activity of
subjectivity, its spontaneity, must reside in desir-
ing knowledge and not in constituting or produc-
ing it. Such a knowledge will be no more the
product of a subjective activity, but “metaphysi-
cal,” that is, exterior to the world constituted by
subjectivity; it will not originate in subjectivity,
but originate from beyond its scope, from
exteriority.
Such a stance, which protects the alterity of
the known being, is described by Levinas as “re-
spectful”:
Knowledge or theory designates first a relation
with being such that the knowing being lets the
known being manifest itself while respecting its
alterity and without marking it in any way what-
ever by this cognitive relation. In this sense meta-
physical desire would be the essence of theory. (TI
42)
The stance of respect thus implies a limitation on
the natural freedom and spontaneity of subjectiv-
ity:
The famous suspension of action that is said to
make theory possible depends on a reserve of free-
dom, which does not abandon itself to its drives, to
its impulsive movements, and keeps its distances.
Theory, in which truth arises, is the attitude of a be-
ing that distrusts itself. Knowledge becomes
knowing of a fact only if it is at the same time criti-
cal, if it puts itself into question, goes back beyond
its origin—in an unnatural movement to seek
higher than one’s own origin, a movement which
evinces or describes a created freedom. (TI 82-83)
Genuine objectivity, which allows for the known
being to exist independently of subjective whims
and desires, is born, according to Levinas, from
this “reserve of freedom” on the part of subjectiv-
ity. Such a reserve is fundamental if the known
being is to be known as such and not merely as a
construction of subjectivity. Interestingly, the at-
titude of subjectivity is in this context no more
that of justification but of distrust of itself.18 Sub-
jectivity is no more intent in justifying itself, but
distrusts itself19 and, in so doing, allows for exte-
riority to escape its constitutive grasp and reveal
itself as it is in itself.
This distrust is, however, profoundly unnatu-
ral for a subjectivity hereto defined as master and
possessor of the world. Levinas thus speaks of a
“conversion” of subjectivity to exteriority: “The
conversion of the soul to exteriority, to the abso-
lutely other, to Infinity, is not deducible from the
very identity of the soul, for it is not commensu-
rate with the soul” (TI 61). Indeed, natural sub-
jectivity is not intent on respecting otherness or
letting it be. It is intent on affirming itself and its
world-view in the face of that otherness.20 As
such, it is not naturally disposed to encountering
genuine otherness. A “conversion of the soul” is
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thus, according to Levinas, necessary. The ques-
tion remains, however, as to what event is to bring
about such a conversion. If subjectivity is not nat-
urally bent on letting otherness reveal itself, what
brings about such a change of heart? What makes
this conversion possible?
According to Levinas, such an awakening
cannot come from within the act of knowledge,
for the latter depends itself on such an awaken-
ing, on such a conversion. Indeed, this conver-
sion, this calling into question of the self’s free-
dom and spontaneity, which allows for the very
concept of exteriority to emerge, is necessary for
the encounter with truth to be even conceivable:
“Knowledge as a critique, as a tracing back to
what precedes freedom, can arise only in a being
that has an origin prior to its origin—that is cre-
ated” (TI 85). According to Levinas, the quest for
knowledge can only emerge from a subjectivity
which already has a sense of exteriority, of other-
ness. Such a subjectivity, according to Levinas, is
“created.” It has a sense of an exteriority outside
of its world, of a transcendent being. Only such a
sense of otherness can give to subjectivity its
thirst for knowledge, can kindle in it the desire to
know and to encounter something other than it-
self. The question remains, however, as to how
this sense of otherness can emerge in a
subjectivity heretofore entirely self-absorbed.
Already Descartes struggled with this ques-
tion and appealed to the idea of Infinity as that
which, from within subjectivity itself, signified
towards a dimension transcendent to itself. Ac-
cording to Descartes, only the idea of Infinity,
which in turn testified to the existence of God,
could dispel the doubt uttered by the “evil ge-
nius.”21 For Descartes, then, the discovery of be-
ing as such, and not as a product of subjectivity,
could only be possible through the intervention
of the idea of the Infinite. It is the idea of the Infi-
nite —as it testified to the existence of a God who
would never deceive his creatures—which gave
the seal of exteriority to being and salvaged it
from being a mere hoax or illusion in the mind of
the self.22 Thus, the idea of the Infinite enables an
awakening of the self to being as such, to a
dimension outside of itself, to transcendence.
It is precisely this “idea of the Perfect” (TI 86)
that Levinas will reclaim from Descartes in order
to describe the awakening of the self to being as
such. But what will Levinas mean here by “the
Perfect”? Does the “idea of the Perfect” or of the
Infinite also signify God for Levinas?
According to Levinas, the Cartesian Infinite is
not an abstract and formal being of which the self
has a peculiar intuition. This Infinite, this un-
knowable and transcendent dimension can be
found within the realm of being, in the concrete
person of the other, in the face of the other: “The
exposition of the ethical signification of tran-
scendence and of the Infinite beyond being can
be worked out beginning with the proximity of
the neighbor and my responsibility for the other”
(TI 141). And indeed, the Cartesian Infinity and
the face of the other as described by Levinas pres-
ent a fundamental commonality: they both mani-
fest themselves as transcending, as “overflow-
ing” the sphere of subjectivity: “To approach the
Other in conversation is to welcome his expres-
sion, in which at each instant he overflows the
idea a thought would carry away from it. It is
therefore to receive from the Other beyond the
capacity of the I, which means exactly: To have
the idea of infinity” (TI 51). The face of the other
thus resembles the Cartesian Infinite in its capac-
ity to overflow the sphere of subjectivity. Just like
the Cartesian Infinite overflowed the sphere of
subjectivity, thereby showing the limitations of
its activities of mastery and possession, the other
disturbs subjectivity and puts into question the
centrality of its epistemological stance.
We have seen in our first chapter how the other
appears within the realm of the self as an inter-
ruption of the self’s grasp on the world. It is the
self’s encounter with the other, with a human
face, which according to Levinas marks the origi-
nal interruption of the self’s spontaneity: “It is
the welcoming of the Other, the commencement
of moral consciousness, which calls into ques-
tion my freedom” (TI 84). When faced with the
other, the self realizes the limits of its spontane-
ity; it realizes that it is not alone in the world and
that the other has an equal claim on that world.
For the first time, the self finds itself in the pres-
ence of the genuine exteriority of a being which
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refuses to be encompassed or subjected to the
self. For the first time, the self learns the limits of
its spontaneity and apprehends a being exterior to
itself. This awakening to exteriority can, in turn,
inform the way that the self had here to appre-
hend the world and give it a renewed sensitivity
to the otherness of that world. Instead of situating
itself as master and possessor of the world, the
self now hesitates in the face of the world.
And it is precisely in this hesitation that
Levinas situates the genuine access to exteriority.
For it is this hesitation which, according to
Levinas, allows for an apprehension of being as
such and not merely as the product of its own
spontaneity:
But theory understood as a respect for exteriority
delineates another structure essential for meta-
physics. In its comprehension of being (or ontol-
ogy) it is concerned with critique. It discovers the
dogmatism and naive arbitrariness of its spontane-
ity, and calls into question the freedom in such a
way as to turn back at every moment to the origin
of the arbitrary dogmatism of this free exercise. . . .
Its critical intention then leads it beyond theory and
ontology: critique does not reduce the other to the
same as does ontology, but calls into question the
exercise of the same. (TI 43)
Genuine knowledge—understood as “respect for
exteriority”—can only come about when subjec-
tivity has learned to hesitate before the world,
that is, to be critical of itself and distrustful of it-
self. But this self-criticism and mistrust, this self-
induced interruption of its spontaneity is not in-
nate to the self. It has to be taught by an other.
We now better understand how the journey to-
wards knowledge is “bound up with the social re-
lation, which is justice” (TI 72).23 For without
justice, whereby the self’s spontaneity finds it-
self limited by the presence of the other, there can
be no knowledge, that is, no apprehension of ex-
teriority as such. In this sense, the other precedes
the self in its epistemological quest and teaches it
something it did not know before: the limitation
of its spontaneity which is the beginning of re-
spect. Exteriority reveals itself only at the price of
such a contraction on the part of the self, whereby
the self experiences its limitations in the face of
exteriority. But this contraction on the part of the
self cannot emerge from the self’s own innate ca-
pacities. It is brought about by the other. This is
why for Levinas the beginning of justice lies in
“recognizing in the Other my master” (TI 72).
The initiation to exteriority is possible only at the
price of a de-centering of the self, whereby the
other is recognized as “master” (TI 72), as the
one who chastises the self, who interrupts its
spontaneity, who teaches it the narrow way of
justice. Only such a self is capable of respect, of
apprehending being as such.
Justice thus plays out this contraction, this ex-
ile of the self interrupted by an other. The just self
is thus not, according to Levinas, master and pos-
sessor the world. It is a self capable of being in-
terrupted and dislodged by an other, of losing its
prior foothold and stance. It is therefore no more
a grounded self, affirming and justifying itself in
the face of alterity which paves the way to truth,
but a de-centered self, exiled from its central
place in the world, dislodged by a “master”
greater than it and who teaches him the rigorous
way of justice, which is found, by Levinas, to be
the more apt seeker. The quest for knowledge can
only be lived by a broken self, by a self that has
put aside all desire for self-affirmation and mas-
tery. Exteriority will not be accessed by a
grounded self, seeking a secure position in the
world, but by a self capable of justice and willing
to be exiled, willing to suffer a “loss of its
wings,”24 willing to endure a limitation on its
spontaneity by the other.25 Only such a self will
be able to see beyond its own categorizations and
agendas and become capable of adopting a
respectful stance enabling it to apprehend being
as such.
But justice implies far more than a mere limi-
tation of the self by the other. This limitation of
the self is not performed per se, but with the ob-
jective of creating a space for an other to exist
side-by-side with the self. The narrow way of jus-
tice thus opens upon the social relation and to all
the new possibilities which go along with it. The
Levinassian definition of justice thus eventually
leads back to the creation of a space where the
self and the other both can exist, affirm them-
selves and be heard. In this sense, justice as a lim-
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itation on the self, as a straight and narrow way, in
no way impoverishes the self. Far to the contrary,
it opens, within the world of the self, a space for
the other to be, to exist and to be heard. This wel-
coming of others in the world of the self, in turn,
enriches the quest for knowledge. According to
Levinas, genuine exteriority can only appear in
the presence of another; it is never a solitary
quest. Levinas goes as far as to say that “the Other
is the principle of phenomena” (TI 92). But what
does this mean? Why does exteriority not appear
to a solitary subject? We have seen that the other
was needed to teach the self to doubt, to critique
and to curve its spontaneity. Only a self capable
of exercising self-doubt is able, according to
Levinas, to discover being as such and not as the
product of its spontaneity. Is this not lesson
enough? Can the doubtful and self-distrustful
self not proceed on its own in the quest for truth?
Why is the other still needed for the revealing of
phenomena?
It is here that Levinas is closest to his prede-
cessor Husserl. According to Husserl, the other
does not only place a limit to the self’s spontane-
ity, as shown by Levinas, but expands the self’s
horizons to encompass being in its entirety. A
given object, according to Husserl, has an infinity
of facets, an infinity of Abschattungen, or sides.26
The self, exercising its perspective, can only see
one of these facets depending on where it is
standing with regard to the object. The self thus
only has an incomplete vision of being, limited to
its own standpoint and place in the world. An
other, however, standing in a different place, and
seeing from a different perspective, would en-
counter a whole new set of facets of the given be-
ing, thus enriching the self’s perspective. Yet an-
other other would add to this vision, and so forth.
Thus, given the structure of the phenomenal-
ization of being—in facets—truth is necessarily
inter-subjective.27 It is only together that we can
come, according to Husserl, to a full vision of the
given object.
We now understand better Levinas’ claim that
the other “is at the commencement of experi-
ence” (TI 93). The other does not only exercise a
limitative effect on the self, but also enriches the
self’s experience with its own perspective. Genu-
ine exteriority is thus never to be encountered
alone, but results from an openness to others and
to their perspectives. Truth is thus never the pos-
session of a given self. It does not reveal itself to a
grounded and masterful self. Rather, it surren-
ders to a broken self, to a self which realizes its
limitations, which profoundly distrusts itself at
the contact of an other. Yet, the presence of this
other does not impoverish the self, but enriches it,
brings in his or her own perspective on being,
thus bringing the self closer to a full apprehen-
sion of being. The exile of the self thus does not
limit the self’s world, but enables a hospitality of
the self to the other, a welcoming by the self of
the other, which in turn enriches the quest for
knowledge.
Knowledge thus gives itself to a self capable
not only of exile but of hospitality. We are here
reminded of Socrates’ definition of the wise as a
stranger.28 Truth itself is not at home in the world;
it is itself exiled and in need of hospitality. Only a
self capable of receiving the stranger, capable of
receiving that which does not fit a certain para-
digm or a certain agenda, and as such, capable of
justice, will be able to apprehend truth. Accord-
ing to Levinas, “in the welcoming of the face the
will opens to reason” (TI 219). Levinas under-
stands here reason in its etymological sense of
legere, to connect, to link. In this sense, there can
be no rational discourse, no epistemological dis-
course without a sense of connection between the
self and the other, without a proximity between
the self and the other wherein the self welcomes
the other, the uniqueness of his or her perspective
and world-view. Exteriority will only give itself
to an inclusive and just discourse, to a discourse
which gives voice to alternative approaches and
perspectives.29 Only an infinity of perspectives
can enable an approach of being as such. Being
offers itself to a diversity and multiplicity of ap-
proaches30 and not to a single method or mode of
knowing. Alternative approaches to being are of-
ten shunned in a given scientific community. We
learn here, however, that these voices must also
be heard31 if being is to be approached in its integ-
rity. Equality must be given to these voices. Jus-
tice must be done to these voices too often and
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too long ignored if exteriority is ever to be
approached.
We now understand better how the journey to-
wards knowledge passes through the demands of
justice. It is not, according to Levinas, the
grounded and self-confident self, master and
possessor of its turf and capable of justification,
which can approach truth. Such a self is too en-
grossed in itself to acquire the proper respect nec-
essary to the discovery of being as such. It is, on
the contrary, a self which has allowed the other to
interrupt its spontaneity, and as such, a self awak-
ened to the demands of justice which, according
to Levinas, will be able to approach exteriority in
a genuine way. Only such a self is capable, ac-
cording to Levinas, of welcoming that exteriority
unto itself, of welcoming that which is not itself,
that which is beyond itself unto itself. The way to
truth thus passes through justice, for only a self
which has developed a keen sensitivity to other-
ness will show itself capable of respecting the
otherness of that which it is investigating in the
quest for truth. It is in this sense that, in the words
of Elizabeth Minnich, one must work for justice
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